Power concedes nothing without demand. It never did and it never will.
hood in a San Francisco ghetto, the misogynist culture of American collegiate and professional sports, and the attitude fostered by the authorities' willingness to ignore spousal abuse in general and Simpson's wife-beating in particular. Among the many reasons not to deploy such a strategy, one of the best would surely be that it did not work for Bigger Thomas. Not only did Boris Max's Marxist analysis not lead to Bigger's acquittal, it did not even keep him off death row.
But while Cochran chose not to discuss the larger forces that may have shaped O. J. Simpson, he did not completely abandon social and institutional analysis. His plea for the jury to "send a message" invoked a histoty of criminal justice oppression and police force brutality that stretched well beyond the boundaries of the People vs. O. J. Simpson.
Despite the fact of a racially mixed jury, most commentators on the case (including one of Simpson's own attorneys, Robert Shapiro) read Cochran's remarks in black and white, as a simple matter of "playing the race card." This reading was reinforced with continual reference to polls that showed blacks and whites deeply divided on the question of Simpson's guilt, and with the constant video replay of crowds of black people cheering the verdict juxtaposed with crowds of white people looking dismayed and angry. No one in the mainstream media suggested that the white and Hispanic working-class members of the juty may have empathized with Cochran's indictment of power and police on grounds othet than tace. This atgument would not have sold commercial time, not just because it does not fit comfortably into a sound bite, but also because we have no context, even in those spaces less frenzied than television and the mainstream media, to heat such an argument. This is perhaps the most important point of comparison between the O. J. Simpson trial and Native Son. The reception of these two texts takes place in a matrix of readings and interpretations that shapes what we heat and how we hear it. As Eric Cheyfitz points out, "The books we read in school and the way we learn to read them socialize us" (541, my italics). The canonization of Native Son makes it at least part of the mix Tiger Teeth Around Their Neck??? that creates the fotms and simulacra that frame discussions of race in the United States. And the tetms of its canonization, "the way we learn to tead" Native Son, reveals a lot about the way we tend to read the Simpson trial.
Native Son is the sore thumb among the handful of original African American crossover hits. Frederick Douglass' 1845 Narrative, W.E.B.
Du Bois' The Souls of Bhck Folk, Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man, and James Baldwin's Go Tell /t On the Mountain all achieved canonical status on the basis of their appeal to white aesthetics. The critical establishment acknowledged that these men wrote with the universalized grace and beauty derived from the Emer'son-to-Fitzgerald great tradition and thus desetved a place in the canon and the classroom. In general, African American texts crossed into the canon because ctitics described them the way that Jonathan Baumbach desctibed Invisible Man I hesitate to call Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man a Negro novel, though of course it is wtitten by a Negro and is centrally concerned with the experiences of a Negro. . . . Despite the differences in theit external concerns, Ellison has more in common as a novelist with Joyce, Melville, Camus, Kafka, West, and Faulkner than he does with other serious Negro writers like James Baldwin and Richard Wright. To concentrate on the idiom of a setious novel, no mattet how distinctive its peculiarities, is to depreciate it, to minimize the univetsality of its implications. Though the protagonist of Invisible Man is a southern Negro, he is, in Ellison's rendering, profoundly all of us. (73)1 Native Son, written by one of those "other serious Negro writets," has become one of out most canonized Aftican Ametican texts, and yet has been desctibed by everyone from James Baldwin to Harold Bloom as lacking in "universal" implications and as an aesthetic failure. Referring to Wright's "bad authorial ear," and his inability to "rise always even to Dreiser's customarily bad level of writing," Bloom writes, It is rather too late to make so apparently irrelevant an observation, since Wright has become a canonical authot, for wholesome societal purposes with which I am happy to concur. (2) 102William Lyne Those wholesome societal purposes for which Bloom is willing to suspend the usual aesthetic criteria include "the claims of history, society, political economy, and the longet records of oppression and injustice that history continues to scant" (2). This is the familiar reading of Native Son as "protest literature" from that part of the canon where we keep the books we read because they are good for us, not because they taste good.
But even those books we canonize in order to improve our society are made to fit comfortable categories. melodramatic, and claustrophobic. It is curious, then, that Max's speech should be singled out for such a unanimous and damning critique. Why, if the entire novel is artistically suspect and its canonization depends mostly on its social effects, should we be so particularly concerned to point out the ineptitude of this one passage? Max's speech is not, by a long stretch, the most gruesome scene in Native Son, nor is it, arguably, the place where Wright's "bad authorial ear" is most on display.
But it is the passage most likely to circumvent aesthetic cathatsis and raise readers' questions about social institutions-those that segregate our cities, those that create and enforce economic oppression, and, by extension, those institutions that create and enforce canons. When Max identifies Mr. Dalton as a slumlord, and speaks of "a problem whose reality sprawls over a third of this nation" (361), and points to the "leaders and their pet vassals" whose "lives are built upon a historical deed of wrong against many people, people from whose lives they have bled their leisure and their luxury" (357), he insists that the reader of Native Son recognize the institutional forces that will continue to create the circumstances where Bigger Thomases will continue to kill Mary Daltons long after Bigget has been put to death. And by putting the speech in the mouth of a "flat" character like Max and making it the only part of the book not told from Bigger Thomas' point of view, Wtight removes any opportunity to interpret it in terms of individual pathology. Thus, the critical objections to this speech become a crucial part of the process of canonizing Native Son.
Canon-making critics like McCaIl, Bone, and Howe see Bigger Thomas as a "Black Boy" (Howe) or "the bad nigget" (McCaIl), whose representation exposes American racism. But by eliminating Max's speech, these critics cut this analysis of racism loose from the Marxist moorings that Wright gave it. Ironically, the part of Native Son that moves beyond race-bound narrative and toward something more "universal" (a critique of capitalism that strikes at the heart of American histoty) is the part that even leftist critics like Howe want to leave out. Even Paul N. Siegel's "The Conclusion of Richard Wright's Native Son," which attempts to reclaim the ending of the novel, does so by insisting that "Max is not a Communist party member" and that the speech is not "a savage attack on capitalism or a statement of a 'guilt of the nation thesis'" (108, 109). Siegel goes on to tell us that the speech "is not an obtrusion" because it brings togethet a "number of recurring themes and images in the novel" (no). These "themes and images" include such tried and true "universals" as blindness, walls, and freedom.
The critical establishment's choice either to banish this section of Native Son ot to see it only in carefully circumscribed thematic terms echoes Ernest Hemingway's admonition that we should stop reading Huckleberry Finn "where the Nigger Jim is stolen from the boys. That is the real end. The rest is just cheating" (22). As Ralph Ellison points out in "Twentieth-Century Fiction and the Black Mask of Humanity," Hemingway "speaks as a victim of that culture of which he himself is so critical." Just as what Ellison calls "Hemingway's blindness to the moral values of Huckleberry Finn" is masked behind "his sensitivity to its tech104William Lyne nical aspects" (34-35), so is our canon-builders' distaste for the imperatives of Max's speech hidden behind concern over the mixing of aesthetics and ideology.
Canonizing Native Son without its ending lets it fit easily into a way of reading that Hazel Carby describes as "obsessed with the construction of identities rather than relations of power and domination" that "in practice, concentrates on the effect ... on a (white) norm" (193) . This sort of reading allows our canon to become blacker or more "multicultural" while maintaining the stable, naturalized poles of identity and difference between which a text like Native Son must fit. For McCaIl, the "large and amorphous" forces become secondary to the pleasure of discovering someone who feels the same way that he does and winds up in a similat jail cell. Political and social experiences become personal problems, and reading Native Son becomes an early part of the twelve-step program that lets young black men transcend their problem and trade their Bigger Thomas demons for the more acceptable identities of Washington Post reporters and Supreme Court justices.
Next to this black male tradition of grappling with the Bigger Thomas identity, it becomes relatively easy to read Native Son in terms of difference. In "How Bigger Was Born," Wright laments the "awfully naive mistake" of his first book, Uncle Tom's Children: "I found that I had written a book which even bankets' daughtets could read and weep over and feel good about." Wanting to deny his readers the escape hatch of pathos, Wtight vows to write a book "so hard and deep" that no one could possibly mistake "what had made [Bigger] and what he meant" (xxvii). But the canonization of Native Son has gone a long way toward undercutting this intention. Wright may have set out to challenge his readers' "deepest held notions and convictions," but once his book has been stripped of its ending all he has succeeded in doing is trading the moments of identity that he created in Uncle Tom's Children for the difference of Bigger Thomas. As long as we can ignore Max's explanation of what made Bigget, we can read Native Son as the dark underbelly of Huckleberry Finn without its ending-simply the story of a troubled youth. Wtight may very well have succeeded in frightening bankers' daughters, but this fear now functions simply to make our students feel diverse.
The way that this method of canonization creates a narrowed framework for reading carries over to our larger narratives about race. The identity-difference paradigm serves to simplify complex issues and derail coherent political discourse. Richard Wright's "vulgar Marxism" plays out the second time as vulgar liberalism. By the time he was arrested and charged with his ex-wife's murder, O. J. Simpson had long since crossed several sets of ttacks. But as soon as he re-entets the Native Son narrative, our reading reverts to identity and difference, with about two-thirds of black Americans polled recognizing Simpson as always innocent, while a similat number of white Americans see him as already guilty.
io6Willhm Lyne p It's no accident that people like Malcolm X and Martin Luther King were destroyed at those moments of their political careers when . . . they replace nationalism with a critique of imperialism.
bell hooks Though our canon machinery encourages either/or thinking, our institutionally sanctioned discourse derides it. On February 22, 1995, Amiri Baraka addressed an audience in Tacoma, Washington, and, after dividing the world into people who own things and people who don't, demanded that his listeners declare "whose side you're going to be on." In order to be on the "right" side, he told his mostly middleclass listeners, "you must commit class suicide."2 This is the sort of stark and uncompromising rhetoric that has relegated Baraka to the oldies articles to the salutary emergence of black academic "public intellectuals" like Cornel West, Michael Eric Dyson, and Henry Louis Gates, Jr., they are always very careful to point out that these thinkers have moved beyond their sixties predecessors' "narrow" nationalism and toward a more nuanced, integrationist and integratable blackness. Writing about "The New Intellectuals" for The Athntic, Robert S. Boynton tells us that these intellectuals arrived "on campus as the influence of the radical Black Panthers was cresting," and that "by the time they were old enough to engage the Black Power movement themselves, the arguments were beginning to sound a little old" (64).
There are a couple of important subtexts to the way that this black intellectual history has been written in academic criticism and the populat press. The first is that "either/or" radicals like Baraka had a large hand in creating the institutional space now occupied by the African American professoriate The African American studies programs that today are firmly institutionalized in America's elite universities are a direct result of the political energy generated by the Black Arts and Black Powet movements. The Du Bois Institute at Harvard that now houses Henry Louis Gates, Jr., and Cornel West is the legacy of student protests inspired by the "nation time" rhetoric of people like Baraka and Stokely Catmichael.
The second interesting subtext to the last twenty-five years of black intellectual history is the fate of black cultural nationalism itself. In Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature, Houston A. Baker, Jr., describes "the philosophical orientation of the Black Aesthetic as romantic Marxism" (81, my italics). The romantic half of this formulation is the space of separatist nationalism. Referring to Stephen Henderson's anthology Understanding the New Black Poetry, Baker writes about the "assumption that 'Blackness' is not a theoretical reification, but a reality accessible only to those who can 'imagine' in uniquely black ways" (81). This "mysterious trait of consciousness" (summed up in the contemporary T-shirt slogan, "It's a black thing") persists in the current intellectual dialogue. Boynton may describe cultural nationalism as little more than a foil for "second generation" black intellectuals, but the actual work of these writers tells a different story. Gates' criticism shows a complex call and response relationship with the Black Aesthetic. Both Dyson and West find inspiration and nourishment in the image and ideas of Malcolm X. Baket has nevet completely abandoned the Black Aesthetic and his deep engagement with rap music is necessarily in dialogue with cultural nationalism. AU of these critics may have moved beyond Black Power, but that movement has never been a simple repudiation. And, while scholars like Gates and West receive most of the television and bestseller attention, there is still a place in academia (though admittedly not in the Ivy League) for unrepentant Afro-centrists like Leonard Jefferies and Molefi Asante.
While the romanticism of the Black Aesthetic has endured, the Marxist half of Baker's paradigm has not fared so well. Like Native Son, the Black Atts movement survives in our institutional imagination without its economic determinism. The "revolutionary" and didactic poems of sixties and seventies Black Arts writers have been largely forgotten. Prescriptive injunctions like Ron Karenga's that "black art . . . Black economic critique, on the other hand, is almost always actively suppressed. The Black Panthers, whose economic philosophy was avowedly Marxist, were declared by J. Edgar Hoover to be the single greatest threat to American domestic tranquillity, and were, more than any other 1960s resistance movement, systematically assassinated by local and federal police. As the young black male energy associated with the Panthers has been channeled away from political reform and toward the more capitalist "crypto-Keynesian youth employment program operated by the cocaine cartels," police response has moved away from extermination and towatd acceptable containment (Davis 309). As Sonia Sanchez put it, "The drug-taking, apathetic young Black people we bemoan today are the result of our failure to protect and cherish the Black Panthers during the Sixties" (qtd. in Davis 293).* Malcolm X was assassinated with at least the tacit compliance of the fbi not long aftet his critique shifted away from the religious fundamentalism of Elijah Muhammad and toward a more internationally grounded program of economic empowerment.5 Martin Luther King, Jr.'s, death (and the shady circumstances surrounding it) came on the eve of the poor people's march on Washington and shortly after he had begun to engage America less in terms of civil rights and more in terms of economic reform.6 Both of these figutes are iconically celebrated today, but it is very rare that our celebrations, holidays, and movies take note of their late turns toward radical economic critique. This same dynamic continues in virtually all of the contemporary places where power takes note of black dissent. Our institutions and debates have no place fot the voices that see racial injustice as a symptom or corollary of destructive capitalism.
Patricia Williams, in her book The Akhemy of Race and Rights, describes the two ways we do hear black expression:
For blacks, describing needs has been a dismal failure as political activity. It has succeeded only as a literary achievement. The history of our need is certainly moving enough to have been called poetry, oratory, epic entertainment-but it has nevet been tteated by white institutions as the statement of a political priority. (I don't mean to undervalue the liberating power for blacks of such poetry, oratory, and epic; my concern is the degree to which it has been compartmentalized by the larger culture as something other than political expression.) Some of our greatest politicians have been forced to become ministers or blues singers. Even white descriptions of "the blues" tend to remove the daily hunger and hurt from need and abstract it into a mood. And whoever would legislate against depression? Particularly something as rich, soulful, and sonorously productive as black expression. . . . But from blacks, stark statistical statements of need are heard as strident, discordant, and unharmonious. Heard not as political but only against the backdrop of their erstwhile musicality, they are again abstracted to mood and angry sounds. Martin Luther King's Christian nonviolence is blues, Malcolm X's Muslim separatist nationalism is angry, the Black Panthers' Marxism is silenced. Black cultural nationalism becomes the necessary, easily demonized and contained Othet that gives the illusion of oppositional space, while Black dissent that moves away from race and toward class and economics is excluded from the conversation.
Ill
As long as it was a bourgeois nationalist, reactionary nationalist kind of trend-a "hate whitey" kind of thing, during that period of the movement, they didn't really have any problem with that. They might get officially excited. ...
That is, if you say that the enemy is "all whites" without making a class analysis and showing that there's only a handful of super-billionaire vampires that actually control the society, the ruling class. When you do that and start making an analysis with your art in a forceful way, then they don't see that as a charming commodity that they need like they might need some tiger teeth around their neck.
Amiri Baraka, 1984 This circumscribed conversation is replicated in the way we have canonized African American literature. The catalytic Black Power energy that created a permanent place in English departments for African American literature has been turned back to the point where the critical dynamic surrounding Native Son has become the hegemonic paradigm for canonizing African American texts. Our literary canon has become more "diverse" with the addition of numerous black voices, but a strong tradition of radical left criticism remains excluded.
Paul Lauter, the general editor of The Heath Anthology of American Literature and an important historian and critic of curricular revision, cites Stokely Carmichael's 1966 "Black Power" speech as one of the touchstones of canon reform. Juxtaposing Carmichael and the American debut of Jacques Derrida at the Johns Hopkins Humanities Center (also in 1966), Lauter distinguishes between what he calls "ludic" and "canonical" criticism. The ludic is the "deconstructive, speculative, formalist" method of analysis "that has become increasingly central to the practice of literary study" (Canons 133). Canonical criticism, which Lauter sees as the more valuable, is "a part of a broader effort to reconTiger Teeth Around Their Neckin struct our society, and particularly our educational institutions, on a more democratic and equitable basis" (144-45). The argument for replacing a formalist impulse with a more activist one that "places the work and life of women and minority men into the cutriculum" (145) as a crucial element in the "development of a viable larger society" (vii).
Rather than invoke the black nationalist "white devil," Carmichael and Hamilton critique the colonialism of the "white power structure" (7) and discuss the viability of African American political and economic strategies from Mississippi to Detroit. They end by calling at this time for new political forms which will be the link between broadened participation (now occurring) and legitimate government. These forms will provide a means whereby a newly politicized people can get what they need from the government. It is not enough to add more and more people to the voter rolls and then send them into the old "do-nothing" compromise-oriented political parties. Those new voters will only become frustrated and alienated. It is no good to enact an antipoverty program calling for "maximum feasible participation of the poot" and then saddle that program with old City Hall and bureaucratic restrictions. The people will see this only as a per- The 1845 Narrative certainly establishes Douglass' authority and authenticity, and has been justly celebrated for its aesthetic beauty and its elucidation of such themes as freedom, literacy, and the horrors of slavery. But to have Douglass' canonization rest almost entirely on this text obscures the trajectory of Douglass' thought. The Narrative is a compelling account of one man's courage and a stinging moral indictment of the idea of slavery, but any institutional or economic critique must be inferred. A series of aspersions directed toward Christianity are the most overt criticism of any of the larger social systems that create and buttress slavery, and this criticism is carefully qualified and reduced to a condemnation of individual failures in the narrative's appendix. The fight with the slavemaster Covey that "rekindled" within Douglass "the few expiring embers of freedom and revived within me a sense of my own manhood" (Heath 1679) stands, like the canonized Bigger Thomas' odyssey, as a celebration of individual spirit. The reader is left to make his or her own connections between Douglass' individual act of defiance and any latger group effort to repel "by force the bloody arm of slavery" (Heath 1679) .
But by the time Douglass delivers his "West India Emancipation" Speech in 1857, the connection becomes explicit and directed more toward the direct resistance of oppression:
Those who profess to favor freedom yet deprecate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many waters. . . . Power concedes nothing without demand. It never did and it never will. Find out just what any people will quietly submit to and you have found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted with either words or blow, or with both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress. In the light of these ideas, Negroes will be hunted at the North, and held and flogged at the South so long as they submit to those devilish outrages and make no resistance, either moral or physical. Men may not get all they pay for in this 114William Lyne world, but they must certainly pay for all they get. If we ever get free from the oppression and wrongs heaped upon us, we must pay for the removal. We must do this by labor, by suffering, by sacrificing, and if needs be, by our lives and the lives of others. (Foner 2:437) This militancy is often accompanied by a broader and more systematic political and economic analysis than we see in the 1845 Narrative. In an 1871 editorial Douglass begins to see slavery as one of the ways of satisfying Western capitalism's ongoing need for "Cheap Labor." Describing the international "Coolie" labor market as "kindred in character and results to the Aftican slave trade of other days," he notes that "so rapidly does one evil succeed another, and so closely does the succeeding evil resemble the one destroyed, that only a very comprehensive view can afford a basis of faith in the possibility of reform" (Foner 4:264) . This comprehensive view is reflected in an 1849 North Star editorial in which Douglass writes, "The welfare of the world demands the abrogation of monopolies" (Foner 5:106) . This international and radical vision of reform is not represented in our canonized version of Douglass. Indeed, our anthologies tend to want to see Douglass in much the same way that many abolitionists wanted to use him-as a powerful witness to the experience of slavery, but not as a perceptive analyst of that experience.
The Souls of Black Folk (1903) The recognition of this "great machine" leads Du Bois to complicate his famous pronouncement in the preface to The Souh of Black Folk that "the problem of the 20th centuty is the problem of the Color Line." By the 1950s, as Gerald Home points out, Du Bois is "edging toward the view that the twentieth century's problem was labor" (224). In a 1953
National Guardian article, he makes explicit his feeling that the problem of the colot line can only be ovetcome with socialist reform:
There is but one aspect of this deepening world rift along the Color Line which saves it from being complete, and that is the peoples of the Soviet Union and her sister group of states. . . . Fot this fact, Britain, France, and the U.S. ought to be thankful to Russia for her refusal to be "white." (qtd. in Home 224)
The link between "white" and capitalism which is crucial to the understanding of the bulk of Du Bois' career is not available to our survey students by reading only The Souls of Bhck Folk.
ii6William Lyne
This presentation of Du Bois is remarkable, but even more remarkable is the way that its inadequacy pales in comparison to the distortion of James Baldwin's career. "Sonny's Blues" is the lone Baldwin selection in all of our anthologies except The Norton, which prints an excerpt from The Fire Next Time. The headnotes in these anthologies all speak disparagingly or not at all about Baldwin's work after The Fire Next Time. This implicit evaluation is a lock-step reflection of the critical orthodoxy surrounding Baldwin: that the year following The Fire Next Time was, in the words of Baldwin biographer James Campbell, "the year his voice broke" (181), and that all of Baldwin's work after 1963
can be written off as "bitter" or "shrill."
This judgment, what Ekwueme Michael Thelwell calls "this simpleminded 'propaganda over art' . . . idiocy" that "has taken on the obduracy of sacred writ" (95), becomes somewhat curious when we consider that the dividing line between good Baldwin and bad Baldwin almost always comes after The Fire Next Time. Formally and stylistically, The Evidence of Things Not Seen than it does with Baldwin's earlier work. In fact, perhaps the more persuasive argument is that Baldwin's style, especially his essay style-the autobiographical focus, the biblical cadences, the elliptical structures-changes very little throughout his career. The institutional concern over Baldwin's "broken voice" having "affected every element of his literary style-his rhythm, his syntax, his vocabulary . . . away from the lyrical cadence that had been his signature tune" (Campbell 181 ) actually masks a fear directed more toward a changed political vision than a broken voice. The Fire Next Time has been deemed the last of Baldwin's "lyrical" and "graceful" works because it is the last of Baldwin's works to fall within acceptable canoni- If we-and now I mean the relatively conscious whites and the relatively conscious blacks, who must, like lovers, insist on, or create, the consciousness of the others-do not falter in our duty now, we may be able, handful that we are, to end the racial nightmare, and achieve our country, and change the history of the world. If we do not now dare everything, the fulfillment of that prophecy, recreated from the Bible in a song by a slave, is upon us: "God gave Noah the rainbow sign, No more water, the fire next time." (Price 379) too familiar by now. Baraka's early Williams-Pound-Olson-influenced integrationist verse and his late sixties cultural nationalism are represented, while his sixteen-year commitment to Marxist socialism is excluded. Our survey students have no access to the poetry from Hard Facts and Poetry for the Advanced, plays like What Was the Rehtionship of the Lone Ranger to the Means of Production, the essays on Aimé Césaire and Ngugi wa Thiongo in Daggers and Javelins, the eulogy for James Baldwin, the essays on Jesse Jackson, and the epic poem in-progress, Why'spWise. Baraka himself recognizes what has been done to him in an early 1980s essay:
Afro-American literature as it has come into view, fragmented by chauvinism and distorted by the same reactionary forces that have distorted American literature itself, has indeed been laid out in the same confusion and oblique fashion. A method intended to hide more than it reveals, a method that wants to show that at best Afro-American literature is a mediocre, and conservative, reflection of the mediocre and conservative portrait that is given of all American literature. (Harris 312) This quotation is taken from an essay entitled "The Revolutionary Tradition in Afro-American Literature," and we must admit that the revolutionary impulses in the later work of Douglass, Du Bois, Baldwin, and Baraka that we have examined here constitute a neglected tradition. The mature work of all of the writers in our survey tends toward trenchant social and economic critiques that question integrationist abolition and civil rights ideologies. Our canons do not acknowledge this tradition, instead representing each writer with relatively eatly works that celebrate ideologies of universalism and individual achievement, usually those that first brought these writers to the attention of the dominant white audience.
An argument could be made, of course, that these choices have been made on the basis of aesthetic, rather than political, criteria; that the choices for an anthology of literature must reflect literary merit rather than accurately reflect an author's career and thought, and thus the tradition we ate examining here would be more suitable fot an anthology of history or politics. Assuming for a moment that this distinction still matters to anyone, and ignoring the politics involved in separating litI20William Lyne erary texts from other kinds, and also assuming that our authors' earlier works are in fact their most "literary," this argument is not one made by the anthologies we have examined here. AU of the anthologies recognize that American "literature" is made up of texts that range well beyond the traditionally belletristic-including such forms as letters, journals, sermons, and political treatises-and The Heath's preface explicitly eschews a policy in which texts concerned with . This stance would also seem to suggest that it is "inconsistent" to exclude Black Reconstruction or No Name In the Street from an anthology that includes The Federalist Papers and Notes on the State of Virginia. We should also point out that a scattering of texts from "the revolutionary tradition," like those from David Walker, Henry Highland Garnet, Sonia Sanchez, and Malcolm X have been included in some of the anthologies. But the way that Douglass, Du Bois, Baldwin, and Baraka have been anthologized falsely suggests that these writers stand more in the tradition that leads to Martin Luther King, Jr., than in the one that leads to Malcolm X. And the fact that Douglass, et al., are the writers most likely to appear in less inclusive anthologies or "Great Moments in Black History" television commercials creates a "major/minor" dichotomy that suggests that the revolutionary tradition is in no way central to the larger tradition of Aftican American culture.
IV
You will want cause and effect. All right.
Thomas Pynchon
The celebrated 1954 Supreme Court decision Brown vs. Board of Education was supposed to end segregation in American society in general and in our schools in particular. And despite its dismal failure to accomplish either of these things,7 the decision has been so canonized and imprinted on the national consciousness that the legal promise has become the rhetorical reality, to the point where many Americans are able to speak and write as though discrimination and segregation are perpetuated only in the minds of certain self-pitying black people (see, for example, Shelby Steele and Dinesh D'Souza). One of the things that perpetuates the misguided perception that the structure of American Apartheid has changed is the fact that Brown, and the various civil rights and Black Power movements that preceded and followed it, helped create the institutional space for Black Studies. But high-profile Black Studies programs often serve the same sort of masking purpose as the celebration of the Brown decision, overshadowing the continued de facto segregation of American universities. The classroom space that Brown earmarked for black bodies has been filled with black texts, while social justice remains just a promise.
As with the Brown decision, we like to think of the dissemination and canonization of these black texts as "progress" rather than as part of the perpetual deferral of justice. But even a cursory analysis of the segregation in our institutions or the material lives of a plurality of black people in this country suggests that this "progress" (and the canonization of African American literature as its symptom) is little more than Western Washington University NOTES ? . Just as the black people most comfortably integrated into such institutions as schools, businesses, and Supreme Courts are those who best reflect the cultural expectations already in place, the Black texts that move most easily from Baumbach's Negro ghetto to the more luxurious Universal neighborhood are those who seem to resemble the Joyces and Faulkners who have always lived there. As we have opened the canon to black voices we have tried to look beyond blackness and toward some kind of "objective" literary merit. Critics and reviewers make African-American literature safe for the canon by telling us that race has nothing to do with it. William Stanley Braithwaite, for example, in a discussion of Cane, is careful to show race transcended when he describes Jean Toomer as "the very first artist of the race, who . . . can write about the Negro without the surrender or compromise of the author's vision" (qtd. in Turner ix). The Washington Post, in a review of Sent For You
